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CIRCUTOR has over 40 years' experience 

and 6 production centres in Spain and the 

Czech Republic working on the design and 

manufacture of instruments for improving 

energy efficiency: Instruments for electrical 

energy measurement, control, and supply 

quality, industrial electrical protection, 

reactive compensation, harmonic filtering, 

electrical mobility and renewable energies. 

Providing solutions with over 3,000 products 

in over 100 countries worldwide.

Power Factor Correction  
and Harmonic Filtering

Smart Charging
of Electric Vehicles

Measurement and Control

Renewable energies

Quality & Metering

Protection and Control

Leaders by experience

Wide range of products that provide solutions in any 

electrical energy generation, transport or consumption 

process of the industrial, third-party and domestic 

sectors. 

CIRCUTOR wagers for innovation to stay on top as a 

reference in technology for energy efficiency, and so 

continues offering to the market the best and most 

efficient solutions.

Two of 6 CIRCUTOR production centres.
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Continuous increases in the price of electrical energy mean that one of the main objectives 
for all major energy consumers is to improve energy efficiency.

In terms of energy consumption, the objective of applying energy efficiency measures not 
only affects industrial installations but also the consumption produced by and for the civil 
society, such as street lights, which in most cases is managed by city councils, and is one of 
the major forms of consumption where it is possible to become more efficient. Even though 
large steps have been made in this area, there are still many possibilities for big savings.

Specially for this market CIRCUTOR has developed CirLAMP system, which enables 
intelligent management of street lights, increasing efficiency by decreasing energy 
consumption, together with tools that help the user detect lighting problems and streamline 
maintenance.

The system consists in:

Objectives

- Reduce electrical energy consumption:

- Reduce maintenance costs

- Reduce pollution and CO
2
 emissions

How does the CIRLAMP system work?
CirLAMP Manager uses PLC technology (Power Line Communications), which uses the 
installation's existing electrical lines to communicate with CirLAMP Nodes. installed at 
each lighting point on public streets.

Where can it be installed?
The CirLAMP system can be installed in:

Management system for street lights

Outdoor 
lighting 

Parks 
and Gardens

Motorways Tunnels Car parks
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Preventive maintenance and energy efficiency
With the CirLAMP system it is possible to detect lighting anomalies, for example, burnt 
out light bulbs, a flickering light, open capacitor or control the life time of each light to 
ensure correct maintenance of installations. When the CirLAMP system detects an 
event, it sends an email with detailed information.

Considering that monitoring maintenance actions are by nature repetitive, and cover very 
extended areas (municipal boundaries), when implementing a system that eliminates the 
need of personnel having to make supervising rounds and provides reliable, complete 
and constant information on the condition of the diverse elements comprising street light 
installations. It is essential that once said information has been suitably treated and 
double checked, the maintenance tasks are carried out together with such energy saving 
actions as appropriate:

1. Energy savings, programmed partial or total turn on  
turn off, as needed.
2. Reduced replacement and maintenance costs.
3. Night watch service costs for fault detection are eliminated.

To control lighting maintenance, the CirLAMP Manager measures:

Turn on and turn off periods for each lighting point
The CirLAMP system has an internal astronomical clock to turn on and turn off each 
lighting point; for optimal operations, the geolocation must be programmed. By actuating 
with the 8i8o module (optional module), different lighting points can be opened and closed 
remotely for maintenance tasks.

Electrical parameters
The CirLAMP system measures the main electrical parameters (voltage, current, 
active power, reactive power, power factor and level of lighting) of any lighting point 
independently. This information is sent to a server on a daily basis.

Burnt out light detection and alert
Each CirLAMP node detects the anomalous operation of each light. If the light is burnt out, 
the node detects it and sends an email to the maintenance supervisors so that they can 
organise quick and effective actions.

Open capacitor detection and alert
A malfunction or anomalous operation may be due to a deteriorated PFC capacitor. This 
causes a higher consumption of inductive reactive power, an anomalous situation that 
is detected after being active for one hour, and which triggers an email to report the 
malfunction.

Flickering light detection and alert
Some types of lights do not turn off when they reach the end of their useful life, but rather 
they begin to flicker. CirLAMP detects this anomalous situation and activates the "flicker 
mode" alarm if the light turns off more than twice in a 2-hour span.

Management system for street lights
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Management system for street lights

The CirLAMP system is easy to install, and meets the demands of any street light system, 
enormously increasing their efficiency and turning lighting management into efficient and 
simple electric energy management.

Point-to-point independent management
PLC technology makes independent 
connection and regulation of each lighting 
point possible through low voltage cables.

Independent lighting regulation
This makes it possible to configure 4 
different time intervals (min.) and output 
power for each period (%), as well as 
changing the interval and percentage 
configurations permanently and at any time.

Plug & play
As soon as the nodo connects to the 
network, CIRLAMP Manager automatically 
detects it and takes over management of its 
configuration and start-up.

WEB Server
The CirLamp Manager is equipped with an 
integrated web server with which different 
system parameters can be calculated 
from any point with an internet connection 
(the web server is protected by user 
authentication).

8i8o Module with astronomical clock
The 8i8o module (8 relay inputs and 8 relay 
outputs) can be connected to a built-in 
astronomical clock. The 8i8o module and 
the CIRLAMP Manager interact together 
and detect the sunrise and sunset so 
as to open or close the output relays in 
accordance with the time of day.

XML (SOAP)
Easy integration of the device in any energy 
management application with the XML 
(SOAP) communications system used in 
CIRLAMP Manager. Compatible with 
CIRCUTOR's PowerStudio Scada energy 
management system.

Bidirectional communication
This enables remote reading and actuation 
on the CIRLAMP Nodes. The lighting 
power parameters can be read and the 
hourly regulation programming changed at 
the same time.
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CirLAMP Manager is the system manager and it communicates with the CirLAMP Node 
through the low voltage cables via PLC DCSK protocol. These features result in important 
savings on cabling while at the same time enable detailed control on the lighting point level.

CirLAMP has a configuration web service where the user can fully configure the 
configuration parameters of each light point. Furthermore, the device has an XML server, 
which enables integrating it in any global control and maintenance platform.

CirLAMP Manager enables:
 — PLC communication on CENELEC Band B with a DCSK system
 — Lighting point management through access by active identification localization
 — Possibility of sending emails upon fault or incident detection
 — Task management for sending programming to PLC control nodes
 — Periodic readings of alarm, voltage and power states
 — Event log memory
 — Ability to automatically download event files to FTP
 — Alarm management and external event control with the input and output module

M8i8o
Optional 8i8o module (8 inputs and 8 outputs) that enables connecting to the 
CirLAMP MANAGER, which has a built-in astronomical clock, and programming the 
SUNRISE and SUNSET to open and close the different relay outputs according to the 
time of day. It also enables the creation of opening and closing conditions depending 
on the activation of the module's active inputs.

SGE-3G
SGE-3G/GPRS is a device that enables connecting an application locally or to 
Internet networks using IP connections. SGE-3G/GPRS can connect to UMTS 
networks (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) if the technology is available 
in the place it is going to be installed. If not, it will connect through GPRS (General 
Packet Radio Service), as long as the supplier of the installed SIM card has activated 
the necessary services. For installations that cannot have a fixed IP, SGE-3G/GPRS 
is compatible with the DYNDNS service. It has 3 fully independent communications 
ports: Ethernet, RS-232 and RS-485. If the RS-232 port is not being used, it can be 
used for sending SMS (Short Message Service).
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CirLAMP Node is the regulation/management element of the lighting point, which 
it controls by using three variables: illumination, power consumption and calendar. 
Programming is done from the CirLAMP Manager. There are two types of CirLAMP 
Nodes to choose from, depending on the type of control needed or the ballast .

CIRLAMP Node DN (Bi-level)

CIRLAMP Node DN is a unit designed for lighting control. It has PLC communications for 
lighting management with bi-level electronic ballasts/drivers.

The unit monitors the state of the lighting system in real time, measuring electrical 
parameters of each light and reporting the consumption history to the general platform. 
In addition, it enables the management of the errors detected, facilitating active and 
preventive maintenance activities (ballast fault, burnt out light bulbs, etc.). CIRLAMP 
Node DN enables configuring 4 time slots via the web, with different power levels when the 
lighting system is turned on during night time.

General CIRLAMP Node DN features:
 — PLC band B communications with CENELEC standard with a DCSK system
 — ON/OFF output control through a 10 A and 250 Vac relay.
 — Bi-level ballast control using a 3 A at 250 Vac relay.
 — Lighting event detection for maintenance purposes:

 — Burnt out light
 — Flickering light
 — Open capacitor
 — Number of hours the light has been working

CIRLAMP Node 1...10V
CIRLAMP Node 1...10V is a unit designed for lighting control.It has PLC communications 
for lighting management with bi-level electronic ballasts/drivers equipped with 1...10V 
regulation.

The unit monitors the state of the lighting system in real time, measuring electrical 
parameters of each light and reporting the consumption history to the general platform. In 
addition, it enables the management of detected events, facilitating active and preventive 
maintenance activities (ballast fault, burnt out light bulbs, etc.). CIRLAMP Node 1...10V 
enables full ballast regulation through a 1...10V control output.

CIRLAMP Node 1...10V general functions:
 — PLC band B communications with CENELEC standard with a DCSK system
 — Bi-level ballast control using a 3 A at 250 Vac relay.
 — Lighting error detection for maintenance purposes:

 — Burnt out light
 — Flashing light
 — Open Capacitor
 — Number of hours the light has been working

Installable in  
both points

Dome Baseor
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CIRLAMP Manager

SGE-3G/GPRS Modem

CIRLAMP 8i8o

Power supply Rated voltage 230 Vac

Tolerance ± 20%

Consumption < 2 W 16 VA

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Operating temperature -25 ... + 70ºC

Communications Type Ethernet 10/100

Connector RJ45

Processing Type Embedded PC:

Microprocessor ARM8

Memory Data Micro SD

Setup Micro SD

Build features Material Polycarbonate

Protection degree IP 41

PLC Hardware CENELEC B DCSK

Speed 2400 bauds with  
repeater management

Protocol CirPLC 

Insulation Alternating voltage 4 kV RMS 50Hz  
for 1 minute

Overshoot 1.2/50 ms 0R - source imp. 4 kV at 60º and 240º, with positive and negative 
polarization

Power supply Rated voltage 85 …264 Vac

Power 7-12 VA

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Operating temperature -10 … +50⁰C

Relative humidity 5 ….. 95 % (non-condensing)

Altitude 2000 m

Protection degree IP 41 (for testing the best IP)

Battery Type CR2032 SLF (ref 6032 201 501 VARTA)

Service life 5 years

Clock Type RTC maintained with battery.

Communications Ethernet 10/100 Base-T (RJ45): Ethernet IEEE802; 10/100 
Mbits/s self-adjusting

RS232 RS-232 service (RJ11 Jack connector, without HW/
SW handshake)

RS485 RS485 Service (with powers strip: A, B, GND)

Radio Connection Quadband GSM/GPRS/EDGE: 
GSM850/900/1800/1900
Dual band HSPA:900/2100

Transmission GPRS: D/L up to 85.6 Kbps, U/L up to 85.6 Kbps
EDGE: D/L up to 236.8 Kbps, U/L up to 236.8 Kbps
UMTS: D/L up to 384 Kbps, U/L up to 384 Kbps
HSPA: D/L up to 7.2 Mbps, U/L up to 5.76 Mbps

Antenna Nominal impedance: 50 Ohms; SMA connector

Safety Installation category Category III - 300 Vac

Type of insulation Class II)

Features Umax 12.5 Vac

Imax 4 mA x Output

Power Potential free 8 250 Vac/30 Vdc

8 inputs + 1 comm.
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CIRLAMP Node DN - Bi-Level Regulation

CIRLAMP Node 1...10V - Regulation 1...10 V

Self-power supply Rated voltage 230 Vac

Tolerance ± 20%

Consumption < 2 W 16 VA

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Operating temperature -25 ... + 70ºC

Measurement Reference voltages 230 Vac

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Maximum current 3 Aac

Minimum current 0.1 Aac

Main relay output Voltage 250 Vac

Current 10 A

DN Output Output voltage 250 Vac

Current 3 A

Calculation and 
processing

Microprocessor 8-bit RISC 

Converter 10-bit

Build features Material Polycarbonate

Protection degree IP 65

PLC Hardware CENELEC B DCSK

Speed 2400 bauds with repeater management

Insulation Alternating voltage 4 kV RMS 50Hz for 1 minute

Overshoot 1.2/50 us 0R source impedance 2 kV UNE-EN 61000-4-5:2007 + CORR:2010

Self-power supply Rated voltage 230 Vac

Tolerance ± 20%

Consumption < 2 W 16 VA

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Operating temperature -25 ... + 70ºC

Measurement Reference voltages 230 Vac

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Maximum current 3 Aac

Minimum current 0.1 Aac

Main relay output Voltage 250 Vac

Current 10 A

Output 1…10V Output voltage 1…10 V

Current 10 mA to 2 mA

Calculation and 
processing

Microprocessor 16-bits RISC 

Converter 10-bit

Build features Material Polycarbonate

Protection degree IP 65

PLC Hardware CENELEC B DCSK

Speed 2400 bauds with repeater management

Insulation Alternating voltage 4 kV RMS 50Hz for 1 minute

Overshoot 1.2/50 us 0R source impedance 2 kV UNE-EN 61000-4-5:2007 + CORR:2010
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100% Regulation
Lighting in roundabouts and avenues

70% Regulation
Lighting in business zones

100% Regulation
Lighting in tourism zones 
and monuments

30% Regulation
Lighting in roundabouts and 
secondary avenues

Management system for street lights

Regulation examples

Regulation example bi-level

CIRLAMP Node DN

Regulation example 1...10 V

CIRLAMP Node 1...10V

Configuration example temporary

CIRLAMP Node 1...10V
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Street lights
Additional components

CIRWATT B is designed for power billing applications (EN 50470-1 and EN 50470-3 
(MID) Standards). Wide variety, from small single-phase energy meters to energy meters 
for large energy consumers. Equipped with PLC communication (Power Line Carrier).

Immunised earth leakage protection relay with real time display of leakage value. 
Sensitivity and trip time can be programmed (0.03 to 30 A depending on the toroidal 
transformer). Optional parameterisation for automatic reclosing systems. Equipped with 
backlit LCD display, assembled on DIN rail: 3 modules.

Power analyzers for High and/or Low Voltage balanced and unbalanced three-phase 
networks. Measures over 230 electrical parameters and has RS-485 Modbus/RTU and 
Modbus/TCP communications to establish communications with the master software. 
Backlight display. Accessory for assembly on DIN Rail or panel.

REC3C is a 2 or 4-pole RCCB associated to a compact motor and control assembly that 
enables the automatic and safe reclosing of the installation, provided that the leakage is 
not permanent. The REC3C has an external NC output on the bottom part for indicating 
reclosing system failure.

Range of high accuracy WGC earth leakage transformers, which add the possibility of DIN 
rail installation with an accessory to facilitate its installation. They also provide improved 
immunity against transient current peaks that usually provoke unwanted tripping of the 
earth leakage protection.

CIRWATT

RGU-10 RA

CVM-MINI

REC3C

WGC

Power billing energy meters

Earth leakage protection relay

Three-phase power analyzer

RCCB with self-reclosing system

Earth leakage current transformer
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CIRCUTOR, SA reserves the right to change any information contained in this catalogue.Code: C2M663 -02 

CIRCUTOR, SA - Vial Sant Jordi, s/n 
08232 Viladecavalls (Barcelona) Spain 
Tel. (+34) 93 745 29 00 - Fax: (+34) 93 745 29 14 
central@circutor.com
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Additional information: comunicacion@circutor.com
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